
 
Checks Edge 

Notes: 
Make in multiples of 4, use two colors

Start with H hook. Switch to G hook for rows 3 and 4 to avoid rippling.


Spike st (spk): Insert hook into top of stitch under the previous row (i.e. 2 
rows down) complete st as usual.


Row 1: Color A and H hook: Beginning in 2nd hole from corner, join yarn 
with a slip-stitch (sl st). Ch 1. Turning fleece edge under as you go; * (sc in 
next hole, ch 1). Repeat from * until the corner hole. Work 3 sc in the 
corner hole, then ch 1. Repeat from * around. Join to first chain with a sl 
st.


Row 2: Color A and H hook: Ch 2, hdc in each sc and ch-1 sp around. At 
the corners, 1 hdc, 2 hdc in the next 2 sts, (5 sts). Switch to color B in the 
last st, join. Do not break off color A.


Row 3: Color B and G hook: Ch 3, dc in next 2 st, ch 1, * ( skip next st, dc 
in next 3 sts, ch 1), repeat from * to corner. Note: adjust spacing by placing 
2 dc in same st if needed to begin corner in 1st hdc of the 5 corner sts. At 
corner, dc in next 2 st, (dc, ch 1, dc) in next st, dc in next 2 st, ch 1 (6 sts). 
Corner made. Repeat from * around. Switch to Color A in last st, breaking 
off color B. Join


Row 4: Color A and G hook: Ch 3, hdc in next 2 sts, hdc spk over ch-1 sp 
from row 3, * (hdc in next 3 sts, hdc spk), repeat from * to corner. At 
corner, hdc in next 2 sts, 2 hdc in next st, dc spk over ch-1 sp of row 3, 2 
hdc in next st, hdc in next 2 st. Corner made, 9 sts. Hdc spk over ch-1 sp. 
Repeat from * around. Join. Finish off.



